Name: **Divya Konuru**, *Class of 2009*

Post-graduate plan: Reconciliation Coordinator at the Children’s Place

Comments: Take advantage of all the opportunities and work hard

Name: **Daniel Fernandez**, *Class of 2009*

Post-graduate plan: Attend graduate school within the next 2 years

Comments: Take full advantage of the study abroad opportunity. I learned a great deal about other cultures and ways of life. As an IB major, it is essential to understand different cultures as IB success is attributed mastering this ability. The study abroad experience allows students to become more independent and resourceful.

Name: **Sara Skov**, *Class of 2009*

Post-graduate plan: Account Specialist with Unum

Comments: Starting thinking about and planning your study abroad trip early, and make sure you go for a full semester.

Name: **Milana Naumenko**, *class of 2009*

Post-graduate plan: Work and engage more actively in photography and creative writing.

Comments: Enjoy your experience at TCNJ. Combine studying, partying, and meeting new people. Definitely go to study abroad. It is an amazing experience that you will never forget. Don’t be afraid to think outside the box and explore your full potential. There are no limits to what one can achieve.

Name: **Michele Sarnelli**, *Class of 2008*

Post-graduate plan: Executive Team Leader at Target

Comments: “Definitely study abroad and learn another language!!!! Take internships.
in different areas ex. marketing, finance, management, etc.”

Name: Karen Frustaci, Class of 2008

Post-graduate plan: “I received five job offers and have accepted two; one full-time and one part-time. I plan to get my masters degree within the next five years.”

Name: Antonio Casale, Class of 2008

Post-graduate plan: Working for Prudential in Roseland, NJ in operations and hopefully attending grad school.

Comments: “I would definitely recommend minoring in something, whether it be finance, marketing, or accounting. Furthermore, real work experience helps with obtaining a job. During my time at TCNJ I was never dean’s listed and would characterize myself as somewhat of an average student. However, I somehow managed to intern for some great companies like Kraft Foods and Johnson & Johnson. Prospective employers look not only for acceleration in the classroom but want to know that you can succeed in the work environment. Finally, I would tell students not to be discouraged if you do not find you dream job traveling the world as an IB major. Those opportunities take time and companies need to familiarize you with their operations at home before allowing you to do business abroad.

Name: Erica Klazmer, Class of 2008
Post-graduate plan: Law school

Name: Nicholas Dimakos, Class of 2008
Post-graduate plan: Seton Hall Law school